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The 510,000 square kilometre
Desert Channels Region comprises
the Queensland section of the Lake
Eyre Basin - nearly one-third of
the State
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welcome
Success can be said to be the fulfillment of
your ambition, and ambition is defined as the
strong desire to do or achieve something… in
the case of DCQ, that something is leaving
our region to the next generation in better
shape that what it was passed to the current
one.
Our ambition is to deliver on the vision of
our community to improve the way things
are done so our land and water assets
that drive our rural industries, support our
towns and provide the cultural and spiritual
link to thousands of generations past, are
as protected, resilient and productive as
possible.
This ambition is driven by many things: the
vision and dedication of our community;
the connection to Country of our Traditional
Owners; the recognition of the uniqueness of
our mighty inland rivers - the most variable
on the planet; the desire to preserve the
Night Parrot, Bilby, Julia Creek Dunnart,
Edgbaston
Goby,
Red-finned
Blue-eye
and the Waddi Tree; the embrace of the
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birthplace of Qantas, Waltzing Matilda and
the Australian Labor Party; and our love of
our region’s sprawling landscapes and vast
horizons.
We wear this ambition unashamedly; it
is our calling. It drives us… gets us out
of bed in the morning… keeps us going
in the face of crippling drought, shrinking
funding, naysayers and doubters, technical
challenges and regulatory barriers. It unites
us, bringing together people who might
otherwise find little to agree on, and gets us
all going in the same direction.
And supporting our ambition is a clear
determination to tell our story in a
unique way, bringing the triumphs of our
landholders, partners, collaborators and
dedicated team members to you in what we
hope is an interesting and engaging way.
So make a cuppa, find a comfy spot and take
a leisurely stroll through the pages of our
2016/17 year.
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Year in review
on ground

plans

261

115,333

properties
participated in
aerial baiting of
feral pigs

2.1million

ha of feral pig control

monitoring
images analysed

65

properties participated in
aerial shooting of feral pigs
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plans

Sustainable Agricultural Property
Plans developed

= 10,000ha

43,594
ha prickly
acacia treated
= 1000ha

35
317,613

automated,
feral pig
monitoring sites

communications

18,494

ha under active
management for
prickly acacia
= 10,000ha

ha of cactus
control

20 monitoring
sites

established
12 bio-condition;
8 land condition
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promotional
films

social media

1840
facebook
followers
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2

booklets
published

49

media
opportunities

(feral pig control
and vegetation
assessment guide)

10,859

337

YouTube hits

followers
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reports...
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Much our region was fortunate to get some
good winter rain in 2016, and while it caused a
double postponement of our Sesbania field day,
we’ll take the rain anytime. And Sesbania finally
happened in September with lots of green feed
and friendly flies and more than 50 people turning
up to hear the latest information and techniques
to give them the edge in being more efficient
or productive. The more we can get new ideas
circulating and being talked about, the better
informed we all are, and the better management
decisions we are able to make.

chair
Another year has blurred past our collective
window and we continue to rack up considerable
achievements despite a dwindling resources.
Everyone has to do more with less, and DCQ is
no different.
As ever, Prickly Acacia eradication is front and
centre of our work. Not only have we continued
to make amazing gains, in partnership with our
dedicated landholders, we are actively working
to get the enabling regulatory tools expanded to
support the goals of the Prickly Acacia Alliance
(PAA), our new partnership with Southern Gulf
NRM and Biosecurity Queensland.
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The aim of the PAA is to pool the considerable
expertise and knowledge of the three organisations
to get better outcomes for all concerned. The
expanded Australian Pesticides and Veterinary
Medicines Authority permit and Area Management
Plan will allow the successful DCQ techniques to
be used over our northern watershed and into
the southern Gulf catchments.
Our Channel Country Feral Pig project continues
with increasing support from the landholders on
those big places in the south west. The success
of this program is built on their commitment and
support, as well as the ongoing efforts of our
dedicated project staff and professional shooters
and pilots.

The unseasonally wet winter of 2016 was
supposed to thwart our trials of the cochineal
bug on a coral cactus infestation near Longreach,
but to the surprise of all concerned, the nymphs
seem to have thrived It’s been very satisfying to
work with the talented researchers at Biosecurity
Queensland on this very hopeful project.
We continue to partner and collaborate with other
organisations on a diverse range of initiatives:
South Australian Arid Lands NRM and Territory
NRM on the Lake Eyre Basin Partnership with
which we won the 2015 International Riverprize;
the Prickly Acacia Alliance as mentioned above;
the Central West Regional Pest Management
Group; and Bush Heritage Australia to name a
few. It is these pooled expertise and resources
that enable us, together, to generate greater
returns for our investors than each of could
individually.

Our commercial work has continued to bubble
along with a variety of work from weed control
and environmental surveys to cultural heritage
surveys and film production. My thanks to our
tiny commercial team, but more importantly, our
gratitude to our loyal commercial clients who
continue to see DC Solutions as a valued service
provider in the region.
For this, another successful year, I thank all
our supports, members, partnering landholders
and organisations, our funders both State and
Federal, my fellow board members, our hardworking and very loyal staff and, most of all, our
indefatigable CEO, Leanne Kohler. How she keeps
going, sometimes astounds me. But she does,
day after day, week after week, year after year.
Her passion, dedication, professionalism and
determination to make a difference for people is
an inspiration. Thank you, Leanne.
And thank you one and all for another year in
which DCQ has punched well above its weight.

Dominic Burden
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ceo
Embracing fear.
Each year, our annual report is pulled together
by the team and, every year, the result is
amazing … the culmination of hard work and an
inspired vision. This is guaranteed. And each
year, the CEO’s report is the last submission …
also guaranteed. The difference this year is that
I have struggled to write my report.
Often, we say we don’t know what the problem
is, when we do; verbalising the problem can be
daunting, even for the most robust … once it’s
‘out there’ there’s no hiding, it has to be dealt
with. So, sometimes, if the answer appears
uncomfortable, we avoid asking the question,
and we live in doubt and fear until we realise that
doubt and fear might be the reason we fall short
of our dream.
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I am no different, but I have deadlines looming
and I can no longer use excuses or hide from
the truth … my report is due today. So today I
face my fears by putting them on paper. I hope
my dreams are bigger than my fears, my actions
louder than my words, and my unwavering faith
stronger than my uncertainty.
As an organisation, we have this dream that I fear
isn’t tangible to many and, therefore, won’t be
achieved. Many of our team have, so far, spent
a third or more of their working lives creating,
developing and working towards our dream with
honest sweat and determination. We’ve already
seen what can be achieved, but for those who
have never dared dream of a paddock without
weeds, it remains wishful thinking.

We are achieving something remarkable as a
result of this year’s (and all the years before)
efforts, trials and innovations. But the reality is,
our courage and passion alone will not make this
dream come true, hence my fear.

this area. They are out there every day in soaring
temperatures, working through densities ranging
from 50 stems per hectare to 2000+ stems per
hectare, giving landholders hope and motivation
as well as ‘weed control’ master classes.

Our dream now lies in your hands, as individuals,
communities or investors (both State and
Federal); sharing in our dream will help make it
a reality.

They are the best in the business and I
unashamedly tout them as such. I admire what
they do each day to make this dream a reality.
For these guys, the dream doesn’t occur through
magic, it takes sweat, determination and skill.
The magic with this team lives within.

Doubt kills more dreams than failure ever does,
so have no doubt, with your help, our dream will
not fail!
Without a doubt, we excel at weed control. We
have an extraordinarily dedicated on-ground
team of individuals that have the determination,
drive, expertise and skill to make us leaders in

To support the on-ground team we have a team
of incredible project managers, ‘big picture’
visionaries and strategic planners who resolve
the seemingly insurmountable. We have experts
in mapping to ‘show the way’, continually working
with technology for more innovative practices
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to streamline our business and strive towards
greater efficiencies and economies of scale.
Working with the State Government to alter
regulatory requirements and to enhance our
mapping capabilities has been a game changer
for our weed control. Having the confidence
and trust of the Australian Government for our
expanded herbicide permit is the icing on the
cake.
Right now, we have our best opportunity to make
a real difference at the landscape level. With
you sharing our dream and our passion, it can be
achieved.
You may not be a landholder, or think weeds
directly impact on you, but weeds impact on
whole communities, economically and socially.
We are all affected, and I will push with all I’ve
got to gain and retain attention on the weed
problem: each year more productive country
is lost to the insidious creep of prickly acacia.
While largely a Queensland problem currently, it
will not stop at state borders … it is a national
issue!
It’s a dream worth living. I don’t believe I’m
delusional, and I’ve never said it was going to
be easy, but I know it’s worth it. So I’m going
to continue to be bold, with a splash of audacity,
and every day I’m going to take a shot of courage
to do whatever I need to keep the dream alive.
And you too have a choice: every morning you
can continue to sleep with your dreams or you
can wake up, join me and we’ll chase this one
together.

As with every year, I applaud our extraordinary
team. I know it’s difficult for you to comprehend
why this team is special and why I have this
overwhelming sense of pride whenever I speak of
them. But if you can recall the proudest moment
of your life, you’ll get close to what I feel when I
reflect on the achievements of the team.
Many are doing it tough with drought and the
reduced budgets; we are no different. But we’ll
continue to do what we can for the region to
the best of our ability, and we’ll strive to build
partnerships and cross-collaboration with other
states, businesses and industries to keep the
dream alive.
As you know, there are two ways to approach a
dream: hit the snooze button and stay dreaming,
or get out of bed and work at making it a reality.
My dream is bold; I need all the help I can get! I
encourage you to embrace each day and ... build
the bold dream with me!

Leanne Kohler

I’m not about to give up on something I can’t go
a day without thinking about; it sits foremost in
my mind and monopolises my waking moments
... believe me, there are plenty of those! We’re
not only committed to making a difference, we
believe this year we have done so, and we’re
excited by the prospects on the horizon.
As you will see throughout this report, we do so
much more than weeds, so browse these pages
and share in our dream.
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dcq
Even with less staff, we’ve been able to deliver
for our regional community, even though it
is a small 14,500 spread across one-third of
Queensland.
We are well advanced on gathering all the
evidence and documentation to support the
extension of our Australian Pesticides and
Veterinary Medicines Authority (APVMA) permit
and our Area Management Plan (AMP). The
APVMA permit and the AMP are just two of a
suite of tools our talented team use to radically
reduce costs and increase efficiencies in Prickly
Acacia control.
The new APVMA permit we’ve applied for will
authorise the same rules in the Flinders, Saxby
and Cloncurry river catchments as an existing
permit has for the northern Lake Eyre Basin since
2014. It will allow the application of tebuthiuron
residual herbicide in dry water courses, around
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the perimeter of dams and within depression
lines in rangelands and non-crop areas under
DCQ approved weed control plans.
The extended AMP drives further efficiency and
cost reduction gains by shifting the focus to only
protecting mature native trees when controlling
Prickly Acacia with residual herbicide.
After two postponements from unusual mid-year
rain, we had a swag of people turn up at our
Sesbania field day on our offering of free food,
free flies, loads of green grass, a field tour of
the results of different treatment methods and
chemical rates, as well as presentations on the
evolution of the regulatory approvals central to
the success of the DCQ program.
There was also detailed demonstration of
equipment set-up for misting, quad-bike work,
buggy and drone, as well as presentations on
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aerial (drone) photography and automated
mapping of Prickly Acacia and mature natives,
which DCQ is working on with the Australian
Centre for Field Robotics.

edge, the modules of Grazing Land Management,
Animal Production, Soil Health, Animal Welfare
and People and Business are all essential cogs in
the well-tuned grazing enterprise machine.

Another day that attracted a lot of attention
was our Soil Carbon and Gidyea Encroachment
Workshop at Barcaldine. More than two dozen
keen participants heard all about the direct link
between soil carbon and pasture health and,
therefore, productivity - unsurprising given
that soil carbon improves soil structure and
water holding ability, and makes more nutrients
available for pasture growth.

Our collaborations don’t stop there: we continue
our very promising work with Biosecurity
Queensland with the Coral Cactus biocontrol
agent, the cochineal insect. Our field trials have
shown that the nymphs, which move on the wind,
have progressed almost 40 metres from their
release site in seven months. This is despite
the cool and unseasonally moist conditions as
opposed to their preferred hot, dry conditions.
We are continuing to introduce the insect to
heavy infestations of Coral Cactus via infected
plant material, while using herbicide to mop up
the scattered, outlying plants.

The difficulty for both producers and experts is
that the best way to improve soil carbon levels
differs from site to site, even within the same
property and, when Gidyea management is
brought into the equation, there is an increased
level of decision-making difficulty: is there
greater financial return in returning the Gidyea
encroachment to productive pasture, or in
retaining the Gidyea and earning carbon credits
under the Emission Reduction Fund. The answer
is very site specific, which is why we need
specialists to assist.
We continued our collaboration with Department
of Agriculture and Fisheries on the grazing best
management practice workshops around the
region. Designed to give graziers a competitive

And, to end on a really positive note, the elusive
Night Parrot has been confirmed at seven new
locations that included three nests. Not only
does this latest discovery significantly expand the
known population and distribution, it emphasises
the importance of research and the consequent
management strategies to maximise habitat
protection. Initial research indicates feral cat
control, fire suppression and fence removals are
three major actions needed to ensure the ongoing
viability of these populations.

Let’s hope the good news stories continue to flow.
A broad overview of our year is as follows:

>> 4 Sustainable Agriculture Property Plans covering just 16,039 hectares developed as part of our
PACT program.

>> 43,594 hectares of prickly acacia treated, enabling the rehabilitation of native habitat and
productive agricultural land.

>> 20 monitoring sites (12 bio-condition; 8 land condition) established to collect data on recovery
rates and effectiveness of various chemical treatments to inform constant improvements.

>> 1750% increase in grass biomass after eradication of Prickly Acacia (100 kg/ha before treatment,
1750 kg/ha after treatment).

>> 2,105,268 hectares of feral pig control - 1,966,929 hectares of strategic aerial baiting (assuming a
bait impact zone of 1 kilometre either side of flight path) across 261 properties ; 138,339 hectares
of aerial shooting (assuming shoot impact area of 200 metres either side of flight path) across 65
properties.

>> 261 properties participated in feral pig aerial baiting; 65 in aerial shooting
>> 3 feral pig control training workshops conducted - Aramac, Boulia, Winton (9, 11, 12 May 2017);
on feral pig biology, impacts and control - 19 participants.

>> Writing, compilation, production and distribution of a 40 page information booklet, ‘Feral Pig
Control in the Desert Channels Region’.

>> 35 feral pig monitoring sites maintained with the help of landholders - these act as an early
warning system on the build up of numbers, and trigger control activities.

>> 18,494 hectares of 9 invasive cacti species (Coral Cactus, Snake Cactus, Rope Cactus, Tiger Pear,
Harrisia, Jumping Cholla, Prickly/Common Pear, Tree Pear, Velvet Pear) control across the DCQ,
SGNRM and SWNRM regions.

>> Coral Cactus biocontrol agent Cochineal Beetle (Dactylopius tomentosus fulgida biotype) introduced

and established at 13 sites in DCQ, SGNRM and SWNRM regions (initial seed population provided
by Biosecurity Qld).

>> Rebuild of the Australian Invasive Cacti Network website - www.aicn.org.au
>> 353,682 people reached with 328 Facebook posts across the year, for an average post reach of
1,078 people.

>> 32,209 minutes watched across 10,859 views of our YouTube videos, an average of over three

minutes per view - Prickly Acacia: the road to eradication registered 437 views averaging 5.8
minutes each and Thornville De-Thorned, 308 views averaging 3.7 minutes.
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dc solutions
If ambition is enthusiasm with a purpose, then
the crew at DC Solutions are ambitious because,
boy, do they have enthusiasm and purpose.
Our determination to give our clients the best
service while also making a reasonable profit to
donate to the Foundation has seen us make the
most of another year of opportunities.
Perhaps the biggest point of satisfaction for the
year was again delivering weed control along
State controlled roads and the National Highway
Network for the Department of Transport and
Main Roads. Of all the commercial jobs we do,
this work to DTMR most closely aligns with the
Prickly Acacia eradication efforts of our parent,
DCQ.
Not only have we been able to utilise the advanced
techniques and technologies developed by DCQ to
help DTMR deliver on its commitment to have its
road corridors free of declared weeds, this work
has linked in with, and added value to, DCQ’s onproperty Prickly Acacia eradication work.
This planned coordination by DTMR is delivering
landscape scale benefits across the Prickly Acacia
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impacted parts of the Mitchell Grass Downs by
inspiring landholders to eradicate outliers of the
weed, thereby closing the gaps and ensuring the
investment by landholders and DCQ is protected
from re-infestation from the road reserve,
conversely, it also protects the road corridor from
reinfestation from adjacent paddocks.
Other field work undertaken by our multi-talented
team includes cultural heritage, environmental
and weed surveys, as well as on-property weed
control.
Our digital production arm has also had a
strong year with promotional films, awarenessraising films, information films of workshops
and presentations, as well we event recording
films for the Longreach School of Dance and the
Longreach School of Distance Education. We
even had a commission for still images for online
use.
As a result of our efforts, we were able to donate
$50,000 to the Desert Channels Foundation to
further their environmental work in the region…
after all, that’s why we’re here.
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foundation
While we haven’t quite put a ladder against the
sky, our ambition saw us, several years ago, put
a loop around a big swath of Julia Creek Dunnart
territory impacted or threatened by the advance
of Prickly Acacia, and say, what can we do about
this.
On our own, probably not a great deal, but
our Habitat Protection and Restoration project
has been able to strategically combine some
modest investments with the central thrust of
DCQ’s Prickly Acacia eradication campaign, and
deliver some exciting outcomes that we couldn’t
otherwise achieve.
This Mitchell Grass country, with its deepcracking clay soils, rich abundance of insects
and natural absence of feline predators, is the
ecological niche the Julia Creek Dunnart evolved
to occupy. The loss of grass cover caused by
Prickly Acacia infestations, and the refuge those
same infestations provide to feral animals,
particularly cats, has seen a dramatic shrinkage
of potential Julia Creek Dunnart habitat over the
past 25 years and a decimation of the survivors
by feline predation.
Since the early 1990s, the area of grassland
infested by Prickly Acacia has tripled to 22 million
hectares, so anything the Foundation can do to
arrest and reverse this provides a critical boost
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to the future prospects of this little marsupial
carnivore on the brink of extinction.
As mentioned above, the other serious threat to
the survival of the Julia Creek Dunnart is feral
cat predation, which is where another of our
projects comes in. Farewell Felines is a yet-tobe-activated strategic feral cat control program
to keep predator numbers low in critical Night
Parrot, Bilby and Julia Creek Dunnart habitat;
we are currently working to get enough funding
to activate this project to further enhance our
crucial, dunnart recovery work.
As a sobering aside, a researcher analysing feral
cat predation dissected a moggy in outback
South Australia and found its stomach contained
24 painted dragons, 3 bearded dragons, 3 striped
skinks, 2 earless dragons, 1 mouse and 1 Zebra
Finch. On top of this, the CSIRO estimates there
are 15 million feral cats in Australia. Now, we
could be charitable to the poor, misunderstood
moggy and say it only eats one-third of that,
and uncharitable to the CSIRO and say they’ve
overestimated by 50%. This would 10 million
feral cats eating 11 native creatures per
night… not a lot, you say? 10,000,000 X 11 =
110,000,000 native creatures per night for 365
nights per year equals 40 billion native creatures
per year… the Julia Creek Dunnart needs all the
help we can give it.
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biological weapons
In July 1969, astronauts Neil Armstrong and
Buzz Aldrin walked in the moon. That same year,
the United Nations’ disarmament forum started
negotiating the Biological Weapons Convention,
a legally binding treaty outlawing biological
weapons. Thankfully for DCQ, this treaty doesn’t
ban their use for ‘protective or other peaceful
purposes’, which is why we’ve been able to
deploy a couple of biological bombs in our war on
the invasive pest plants, Parkinsonia (Parkinsonia
aculeata) and Coral Cactus (Cylindropuntia
fulgida var. mamillata).
The the first is a home-grown weapons program
using naturally occurring fungi that spreads
through the soil and attacks the roots of
Parkinsonia trees, causing them to sicken and
eventually die.
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Like many scientific discoveries, this one was
rather serendipitous.
At Newcastle Waters
Station in 2004, a sharp-eyed Landcarer noticed
some unexplained deaths in Parkinsonia, a Weed
of National Significance. This led researchers
to identify around 200 endemic fungal cultures
associated with natural dieback in Parkinsonia.
These were then tested in field trials from
Cunnamulla to The Gulf.
Bioherbicides Australia commercialised the
results into a dissolvable capsule containing
three fungi, one that thrives in hot, dry
conditions, one that likes it hot and moist, and
another that’s happiest when it’s cool and dry.
This capsule is inserted into target trees with a
semi-automated application gun, also developed
by Bioherbicides Australia.

In early 2017, we held a demonstration cum
training cum control day at Keen-Gea near
Torrens Creek, as part of a three day project to
treat, with Parkinsonia Di-Bak capsules, 5,000
Parkinsonia trees along six kilometres of Bullock
and Wowra creeks.
Project supervisor, Peter Spence, who said it was
great to see this practical tool come out of trials
DCQ ran with The University of Queensland in
2010. “It’s cheaper and easier than spraying, and
it’s clean to use, and it has no effect on native
plants,” he said.
“It can take a while, maybe six to 12 months,
to start to kill, but it’s already spreading through
the root system to kill other Parkinsonia plants,
including new seedlings.

“The best part is, with their applicator, even old
blokes like me can probably treat 500 trees in a
day because you’re not getting up and down all
the time.”
Once the capsule is inserted and sealed in with
a plastic plug, plant sap dissolves the case and
releases the pathogen to travel to the root
system from where it spreads through the soil to
surrounding plants.
Parkinsonia was introduced from Central America
more than a century ago as an ornamental hedge
and shade tree. It is a prolific seed producer and
the pods are water-borne over great distances.
Once established, control is difficult and
expensive.
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With the promise shown by the Di-Bak capsules
and the applicator gun, were optimistic that we
have scored the trifecta of Parkinsonia control…
easy, cheap, effective.
The second biological weapon now in our arsenal
is courtesy of the dedicated researchers field
assistants with Biosecurity Queensland. They
have identified and tested a little cochineal bug
from South Africa that loves to munch on Coral
Cactus. And, tiny though it is, we have high
hopes for the Cochineal Beetle (Dactylopius
tomentosus fulgida biotype).
In an Australian first release, they placed
Cochineal-infected nodes of coral cactus into
healthy clumps of the plant thriving in the gidyea
sandridge country west of Longreach where
landowners, Peter and Elizabeth Clark have
been battling coral cactus for about twice as
long as the 12 year campaign of Australia’s first
resistance fighter, Pemulwuy, against the forced
occupation of his homeland around Botany Bay.
Leander’s coral cactus escaped from a pot plant
in a road building camp; it has since defied all
efforts to subjugate it.
The Cochineal beetle spreads on the wind, so it
wasn’t expected to kill all the Coral Cactus plants,
but we thought it would roll most, with the Clarks
having to spray the balance.
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However, when monitoring showed that the
wind-borne insects had spread 40 metres by in
the first five months, some cautious optimism
began to creep into the thoughts of the Clarks,
Biosecurity Queensland and the DCQ weed team.
There were around 3000 cactus plants at the trial
site when the little nymphs started doing their
stuff; after 18 months there were 400; after
21 months, 9. What a coup for the hardworking
research team at Biosecurity Queensland, what
reward for the persistence of the DCQ weed
team, and what a relief for the Clarks.

We’ve even set up our own Cochineal Beetle
breeding herd using imported South African
genetics that have proven so successful in that
country as well as Zimbabwe. Our breeding trays
filled with segments of Coral Cactus and myriads
of merrily copulating beetles are providing the
seed stock to go forth and conquer at least one
species of cacti.
While this insect is specific to Coral Cactus, and
shouldn’t be used on any other cactus species,
Biosecurity Queensland is working on biotypes
to attack other invasive cactus species... Snake
Cactus had better be wary... early next year we’ll
be coordinating the release of a special little
nymph... just for it.
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same goal;
different paths
Leichhardt Farms is a large holding just southwest
of Aramac. The owner, like his neighbours, is a
no nonsense westerner; he is self-reliant, with
a lifetime of practical experience on what works
and what doesn’t, what’s possible and what’s
not; and, like his neighbours, he is committed
to looking after his land and maximising its
productivity.
But no two properties are the same, and the
circumstances of no two landholders identical.
Historic owners of Leichhardt Farms followed the
State Government’s expert advice of early last
century that Prickly Acacia (Vachellia nilotica)
would increase lambing percentages by provi

ding shade on the open downs country, and it
would increase productivity by providing drought
time fodder with its pendulous pods of high
protein seeds.

Significance. By 2016 it was a production and
environmental vandal across 22 million hectares
of some of the country’s finest grazing country.
And Leichhardt Farms is right in the middle of it.

While the logic of the former was sound, it was
lacking in the latter: when times are dry the
Prickly Acacia tree produces very little, if any,
seeds, preferring to conserve its energy to
maximise seed production in the good seasons
when survival chances of its offspring are
greatest. There were two other issues unknown
to the passionate early promoters of the virtues
of Prickly Acacia: 1) those deliberately planted,
isolated shade trees would not stay isolated for
long in the absence of any natural control agents
in Australia, and 2) only 25% canopy cover
reduces grass cover by 50% - grass cover has
all but gone when the canopy cover gets to 50%.

Like many western grazing properties, Leichhardt
Farms relies on the underground bounty of the
Great Artesian Basin. Bores driven deep into the
earth gush liquid gold into open bore-drains that
meander the contours of the country, carrying
precious water to thirsty livestock 20 kilometres
or more distant.

Like the cane toad, Prickly Acacia quickly turned
from beneficial benevolence to malignant
malevolence. By 1957 it had been declared a
noxious weed, and in 1999, a Weed of National
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Each of these open drains creates the ideal
habitat for Prickly Acacia: deep soil and unlimited
water.
And along these drains, this prickly
interloper easily reached densities of 2,000
stems per hectare and, sometimes, the mindboggling 10,000 stems per hectare.
However, in the heyday of the wool industry,
hordes of hungry ovine mouths managed to
keep this thorn-festooned plant largely restricted
to the bore drains and creek lines where there
was additional moisture. The selective nibbling

habit of sheep avoids the prickles and targets
the leaves, killing the slower growing ‘paddock’
plants in areas away from the water where
growth outstrips grazing.
In addition, ovine
mastication ensures few of the ingested seeds
remain viable once excreted.
But not even sheep could prevent the total
colonisation of the open bore drains by this fastgrowing native of Pakistan that has no natural
enemies in its adopted home.
Consequently, by the time cash-strapped graziers
were forced to turn their backs on the ailing wool
industry, and embrace the opportunities of cattle
production, the bore drains of Leichhardt Farms
were bristling with fecund Prickly Acacia thickets
- one mature, well watered tree can produce
more than 175,000 seeds per year.
Cattle and Prickly Acacia are like fertiliser and
diesel: an explosive mix. But while the latter
results in the brutal rupture of a millisecond, the
former is a time-lapse explosion over years.
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Most of the seeds cattle ingest remain viable
when passed, but worse, they are deposited to
every corner of the paddock, hundreds at a time
in a richly-fertilized, organic seed-raising mix,
the humble cow pat. And it doesn’t stop there,
the bovine grazing habit of a languid tongue
wrap around a tussock of grass is a recipe for
pain and discomfort if they encounter a small,
thorny Prickly Acacia. Consequently, juvenile
Prickly Acacia are avoided by grazing cattle, free
to reach their full potential.
The maths, indisputable; the results, inevitable.
Ground-breaking foliar satellite mapping and
interpretation DCQ undertook in conjunction
with the Queensland Department of Science,
Information Technology and Innovation in 2013,
identified Leichhardt Farms as a primary seed
source of Prickly Acacia for the surrounding
landscape.
This led us to engage with the owners of Auteuil,
Pendine, Powella, Leichhardt Farms, Lorne and
Myrtle Farms to form our first Positive Action
Control Team (PACT) in 2014.
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A PACT is a contract between landholders and
DCQ to collaborate on Prickly Acacia control - we
use public funds to prevent the further spread of
seed down the catchment and to the surrounding
landscape by treating dense, seed producing
infestations in high public benefit areas like
watercourses and bore drains. In return, the
landholder agrees to treat the buffer zones to
protect and build on the initial investment. If
the landholder meets their agreed obligations,
we continue to assist with the treatment of high
public benefit areas.
All properties in this PACT group, apart from
Leichhardt Farms, fulfilled or exceeded their
agreement obligations. Due to circumstances,
Leichhardt Farms was unable to do so and,
despite having already treated 105 kilometres
of bore drains in the property, further DCQ
investment was withdrawn.
All the while, neighbouring landholders were
powering ahead with their Prickly Acacia control
and our weed team was going back in to help
them further protect and build on the investment.
The results were astounding. Where there had

previously been more than 1,000 stems of Prickly
Acacia and only 100 kilograms of grass biomass
per hectare, three years after treatment there
were only four stems of Prickly Acacia and 1,500
kilograms of grass biomass per hectare.
In 2016, the Leichhardt Farms owner approached
DCQ for reinclusion in the PACT investment.
And as a show of good faith, they mechanically
cleared 500 hectares of Prickly Acacia entirely
at their own cost, and they instituted a grazing
regime to help reduce the seed spread,
particularly onto an adjacent stock route and
roadway where the Department of Transport and
Main Roads has eradicated the Prickly Acacia.
Was it the irrefutable evidence on neighbouring
properties? Was it the urging by those same
neighbours who don’t want their land reinfested?
Was it changed circumstances? Perhaps it was a
combination of all three.
Regardless, there is now a way forward to
consolidate this bridgehead in the upper Aramac
Creek catchment, and work collaboratively
toward a Prickly Acacia-free Leichhardt Farms.

Under the Great Artesian Basin Sustainability
Initiative, the last of the Leichhardt Farms
bore drains, was slated to close at the end of
June 2017. Consequently, their forested flanks
of mature, seeding Prickly Acacia trees, the
source of more than a billion seeds annually,
are now being starved of that critical production
ingredient, water.
While local governments have the regulatory
power to enforce weed control on properties,
most are reluctant to do so. However, isn’t it far
better to pursue the same goal in a partnership
based on mutual, demonstrated advantage,
rather than being forced with a big stick down a
path you aren’t committed to?
DCQ has no regulatory power, we’re a community
group; we rely on active engagement with
landholders and funders to demonstrate the
production and environmental benefits of weed
control. Same goal; different paths.
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living landcare
Around 50 people gathered for our Landcare
Legends Awards on 12th August at the
Qantas Founders Outback Museum to help us
acknowledge and celebrate achievers in Landcare
and the Landcare ethic, throughout the Desert
Channels region.
Former Longreach resident, and long-time
driver of Landcare, Mike Chuk was awarded
the Landcare Champion Award recognising
exceptional activity in Landcare or the Landcare
ethic through leadership, example, promotion,
inclusion, collaboration and innovation. Mike’s
collaborators on many projects, Peter and
Elizabeth Clark, were very worthy runners-up.
John Fisher accepted the Landcare Group Award
on behalf of the Upper Thomson Catchment
Landcare Group, for their work to improve land
and water health, productivity and community
involvement. John, a long-serving past president
of the group, also scooped a personal award
for ‘Recognition of service and commitment to
Landcare’.
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Everyday Hero Award went to a quintessential
everyday hero, Quenton ‘Scotty’ Scott. Scotty
is always there, usually in the background
beavering away in the Landcare ethic, supporting
the front people, and providing the manpower
and enthusiasm to get things done. Indefatigable
might have been coined with Scotty in mind.
Longreach Recreational Fishing Club scooped
up the Landcare in Tourism Award and were
runners-up in the Landcare Group Award. Not
only do they run a mighty fishing competition
once a year, they also raise the awareness of
the importance of healthy waterways and their
sustainable use as a recreational resource.
Our very own Peter Spence received recognition
for exceptional work in the Landcare ethic.
Anyone who knows Pete, realises just how far
over and above he goes. Peter leads our field
team and is on the front line of our Prickly Acacia
eradication program. As the citation read, ‘Peter
Spence epitomises the Landcare ethic’.
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our team...
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staff

Andrew Burrows

Each of us has the power to achieve…this year, those of our team who are still with us reflect
on their power of one; those who have moved on have had their power of one reflected on.
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As one small water droplet can be part of a lifechanging flood, so too can one small action
contribute to a wave of change.

Leanne Kohler

Brittany Wakefield

The power of a vision, put forward by a single person,
can inspire others to join a movement that can achieve
great things. If you vision inspires you, it gives you the
power to inspire others. Dream your dreams… share your
visions.

Power of one is the power to believe in yourself,
your ability to do the job, and your capacity to
make a difference. When you couple that with
confidence in the power of those you work with,
as an organisation, anything is possible.

Doug Allpass

Jason Dolgner

The power of one Landcare group impacted a whole
community in the DCQ region this year - new members,
new ideas, new projects. This one group joined with
other organisations to have information days, Saturday
morning footpath displays and field day displays.
Energised, inspired, enthusiastic and powered up!

What describes one? One individual, one
organisation, one link in the chain. If one has
enough enthusiasm and drive to succeed, goals
can be achieved. One can be a leader, one can
be a manager, one can be the person in the
background, rarely seen, but making sure things
are done.

Vicki Burden

Jade Fraser

I am drawn to that adage which begins: ‘one tree can
start a forest…’

The power of one datapoint, multiplied by our
hundreds of Fulcrumapp users has generated a
rich dataset of tens of thousands of individual
weed and feral animal records across our region.
Without this information, we make decisions
in the dark; with it, we can make informed
management decisions… that’s power.
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Alun Hoggett

Jason Smith

The power of one foot in front of the other, again
and again and again. Our team, and the landmanagers supporting our vision, keep striving on the
path towards something inspiring: the eradication of
major weeds in our part of Queensland and the Lake
Eyre Basin.

Desert Channels Queensland is a great example
of the power of one organisation to achieve
remarkable things. With determination,
teamwork, belief, and work ethic, we are making
a difference for all those who have battled Prickly
Acacia for so long and felt like they were never
winning.

Shelleagh Hunt

Peter Spence

One person’s power to inspire can ignite a shared
passion or goal and lead to an idea or innovation
that takes the Organisation to a new level. All it
takes is one person communicating energy and
galvanising action. Sometimes, this power of one
produces small steps; sometimes, big changes.

One tree can influence change; getting rid of
one tree can be the first ripple of a tsunami.
By using science, technology, innovation,
improvement, resilience, persistence and skills on
one tree, and another, then another, the power of
one has been amplified to alter perceptions and
produce change.

Peter Kleinschmidt

Roger Taiki

Even though we are all different, and we all bring
our own unique talents and skills to the job, when
we put it all together and pull in the same direction,
it is amazing what we can achieve. It’s all about
teamwork - the power of one.

One voice... power to change, power to teach,
power to agree... or disagree. Multiply one voice
and you open a whole new realm in discussion on
how do we mist this creek, how do we go about
treating this property, and what chemical suits
best. The power of one voice!

Vol Norris

Chris Woodfield

We are all connected. Our greatest power is in how
we relate to others. One person reaching out with
compassion and humour can ripple through others
like an infusion of new energy. We each have this
power, and if we choose to use it, incredible things
can be achieved.

A ‘can do’ attitude can be the power of one. By
approaching and completing each task, milestone,
day, week or project with a positive ‘yes we can’
attitude you can not only influence those around
you, but reflect positively on the organisation.
fairness.
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Dom Burden
Working in NRM can be a tough gig in the face of short
term funding cycles, political wind shifts and criticism
from those who don’t understand what we do. We
achieve what we do by having the right people with
their mix of skills, knowledge, diligence, and tenacious
dedication.

Ann Ballinger
A highly successful team usually includes one person
with many skills. A person with organisational skills,
astuteness, a good understanding of how different
personalities operate and the ability to get them to gell.
And, most importantly, they will have a genuine hunger
to see a project succeed.

Mike Pratt
When you believe in something, you have a burning
desire to achieve it. Your personal radar, will guide you,
at times subconsciously, towards that goal. There may
be setbacks, diversions and knockers, but when your
radar is locked on your goal, nothing will stop you, given
time and resources.
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financials...
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financial snapshot
2016/2017

Income & Funding at a Glance $3.17 millionn

Expenses & Funding at a Glance $3.49 millionn

Note: This graph includes grant revenue and other income such as interest, saleable items,

Note: This graph represents expenses from our Detailed Profit & Loss Statement, less depreciation,

membership fees, sponsorship, and donations. The Income snapshot does not include Unexpended

plus capital expenditure. Unexpended grant funds as at 30th June 2017 have been carried forward

Funds carried over from previous financial years.

into the 2017/2018 financial year.

Highlights

Highlights

•

•

Income and Funding for the 2016/2017 year saw a slight increase on the previous financial
year courtesy of the Queensland Government’s competitive bid funding for Drought
Assistance.
A number of projects were completed by June 2017 including the Central West Feral Pig
Control Project, Protecting the Rangelands of Outback Queensland from Invasive Cacti, and
the Queensland Feral Pest Initiative Weed Project joint venture project with the McKinlay
and Flinders shire councils.

•

Desert Channels continued to deliver a wide variety of State and Federal funded projects
and joint ventures including Prickly Acacia (and other weed) control, feral animal control,
land management, Landcare and Grazing BMP (best management practice).

•

There has been continued support for the Foundation throughout the financial year with our
commercial arm, DC Solutions Ltd contributing a further $50,000 donation.
*AG - Australian Government
*QG - Queensland Government
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•

Desert Channels, through its ‘hands on’ action approach in this financial year has directly
dispersed approximately $1.69 million on-ground for various project milestones.

•

With the region heavily drought affected, Desert Channels has injected approximately $1.27
million into local businesses through completing State and Federal projects particularly the
control of weeds and feral animals.

•

Desert Channels Foundation, through its Habitat Protection and Restoration project this year
supported the rehabilitation high value Julia Creek Dunnart habitat in the O’Brien’s Creek
catchment. By combining with existing DCQ projects, the Foundation is able to achieve
outcomes far beyond its modest investments.

DISCLOSURE: This Desert Channels Group financial snapshot is based on unaudited
accounts at time of printing.
A comprehensive financial report can be viewed online at: www.dcq.org.au/financials-2017
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